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HIGH-PRESSURE WATERJET TECHNOLOGY:
A REVIEW AND DESIGN OP HIGH-PRESSURE HYBRID DRILLBITS
Zainal Adnan, Azm i
Department o f Petroleum Engineering

A BSTR A C T
The petroleum industry has seen many technological advances since oil was
first discovered in the 19th century. Some of the current technological advances in
the industry include cuttings transport, drillbit design, logging, and horizontal and
directional drilling. Currently, research projects are being done at U M R to find
ways to further reduce drilling costs and develop new technology that could
improve the drilling effectiveness. One such project is the development of highpressure waterjet / hybrid bits to replace the conventional mechanical drillbits. In
this design, the advantages of waterjet penetration are combined with those of
mechanical teeth cutting action.
At UM R, the project is under the overall direction of Dr. David A. Summers,
a well-known researcher on the high-pressure waterjet technology, and Dr. A W .
Iyoho, an expert in the drilling technology. Preliminary results show that there are
many advantages to high-pressure waterjet bits compared to conventional bits.
Therefore, it is possible that the high-pressure waterjet technology could someday
be used commercially in the mining and petroleum industries once the design is
perfected.
This paper discusses advantages and problems related to the high-pressure
waterjet/ hybrid bit technology and proposes a design to address the problems. The
designs were developed in partial fulfillment of an advanced drilling course (PE314)
taught by Dr. Iyoho.
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IN TRO D U CTIO N
Studies have shown that rocks could be eroded or cut by water when subject
to a high pressure. However, since there is some difficulty associated with
supplying the amount of energy needed for the process, another alternative, which
is the high-pressure waterjet / hybrid bit was developed.
This alternative design, which combines the advantages of waterjet
penetration and that of mechanical teeth cutting action, might be more feasible.
Studies have also shown that the high-pressure waterjet / hybrid has potential in
reducing drilling costs and improving drilling effectiveness.
ADVANTAGES
There are many advantages found on the high-pressure waterjet bits
compared to conventional bits. Some of the advantages include programmed
borehole roughness, higher penetration rate, longer bit life, and a tighter turning
radius. These advantages can be applied in slim-hole drilling and high-angle,
horizontal drilling.
Programmed Roughness
Using the high-pressure waterjet, a programmed roughness of the borehole
wall could be achieved [1]. The roughness of the borehole is important to provide
a strong contact between the casing and the borehole wall during cementing. If the
borehole wall is too smooth, the cement will not be able to hold the casing and this
would cause the casing to slip.
The roughness of the borehole wall could be programmed by controlling the
incremental distance advanced by the drill for each revolution of the drillhead [ 1].
If the incremental distance advanced by the drill per revolution is too large, the
borehole wall would be relatively smooth and vice-versa.
Higher Turning R adius
The high-pressure waterjet / hybrid bit also allows a tighter turning radius.
In a study done at UMR, it was found that a horizontal well could be drilled with a
turning radius on the order of 1 ft. Because of this advantage, the high-pressure
waterjet / hybrid bit could be used in drilling multiple overshoots from one vertical
well and in drilling with coiled tubing.
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Longer bit life and higher penetration rate
The high-pressure water-jet / hybrid bit is also more durable compared to
conventional bits. On a study by CERCHAR in France, it was found that using the
same thrust, the penetration rate of a bit-assisted by a jet with two diamond
inserts was higher than that of a conventional bit with two inserts [2]. This is
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Study o f Relative Perform ance of Differently D esigned W aterjet
A ssisted M echanical B its by CERCH A R in France.
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In studying the advantage on bit life, it was found that the waterjet-assisted
bit has a longer life than the conventional bit. The study showed that at a drilling
rate of 1 meter per minute, a waterjet bit with two 0.4 mm nozzles could
penetrate up to about 26 meters while the conventional bit could only penetrate
up to about 6 meters [1]. This is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Effect o f Differently Designed W aterjet A ssisted
M echanical Bits on Bit Life
Economical
The high-pressure water-jet / hybrid bit is not only better in performance to
the conventional bit, it is also more economical. The high-pressure waterjet /
hybrid bit has potential in reducing drilling cost associated with drilling deeper
wells. This is because high-pressure waterjet / hybrid bit has a longer life and
higher penetration rate compared to conventional bit. In drilling a well, time is
money. If the bit has a higher penetration rate and a longer life, the time needed
to change the bit can be reduced, thus reducing the drilling time and saving money
In a comparison made on the cost of using a jet-assisted bit and a
conventional bit, it was found that the jet-assisted bit is cheaper than the
conventional bit. The data taken at the Somerset Mine of U.S. Steel demonstrated
this in the table 1 on the next page.
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TABLE 1: APPROXIMATE COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL AND
W ATERJET ASSISTED DRILLING CO ST USING RESIN BOLTING.

Item

Conventional

let Assisted

Machine Cost
Drilling Rate (M./min.)
Bolting Cycle (min.)
Bit Reconditioning Cost
Bit Life (M. drilled)
Drill Rod Cost
Drill Rod life (M. Drilled)
DRILLING CO ST ($/M.)

$70,000
0.75
5.0
$6.00
6
$28.00
180
$1.17

$110,000
2.4
3.2
$40.00
112.5
$110.00
1,500
$0.43

Note: The basis of the comparison can be summarized as: installing bolts through a combined
sandstone and shale roof, with the bolts being installed to a depth of 1.8 meters. With conventional
drilling the drill is plugged approximately once every third hole, and bits are changed after each hole.
The data is taken from observations at the Somerset Mine of U.S. Steel.

PRO BLEM S
Although the high-pressure water-jet bit was better than the conventional
bit, some problems existed in the tests and studies done. One problem is in
determining the angle of the nozzles and the rate of advance of the bit. These
must be designed so that the drillhead is not obstructed by protruding rock ledges
created when the rate of advance of the bit is too slow. This is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Protruding rock ledges preventing the drillhead
from advancing.
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Another problem exists when using the high-pressure water jet / hybrid bit
with coiled tubing. Since the drill string does not rotate, swirling around the
drillstring is reduced. This would cause an increase in particle settling and soon
causes dune formation along the annulus. The dune would ultimately fill the hole
and cause a stuck pipe [3].
D E SIG N S
All the designs presented here are of the rotating drillhead type. The nozzles
are made of ceramic instead of ordinary steel so that the nozzles would last longer.
Steel nozzles might wear off quicker when the material is subjected to the high
pressure of the water passing through and if some abrasives are added to assist the
cutting power of the jet.
The drillheads are fitted with collars to counter the problem of the drillhead
from being prevented from passing through the hole by the protruding rock ledges
[1]. The collars would function to break the rock ledges on contact.
To solve the problem of particle settling, angled retrojets could be installed
along the drillstring. These retrojets would cause the fluid in the annulus to swirl
around the drillstring to the surface and reduce the possibility of particle settling.
Drilling muds could also be run through these retrojets to help in transporting the
cuttings to the surface.
Adding steel shots to the jet stream is also recommended in the design to
aid in cutting through hard rocks such as basalt. The effectiveness of this method
has been proven by researchers at U M R [1].
Design 1
This design has two nozzles that are inwardly pointing toward one another.
However, the nozzles are positioned at an angle so that the path of the jets does
not interfere one another. The inner nozzle functions to cut the bohehole wall on
the outer diameter large enough so that the drillhead could pass through. The outer
nozzle functions to cut the rock on the inner diameter to clear the path directly in
front of the bit body. This would eliminate the possibility of the bit being
prevented from advancing.
The two nozzles are located almost directly opposite one another so that the
force exerted by the waterjet coming through the nozzle would be balanced. This is
to ensure that the drillhead would cut in a straight direction and not be strayed
off-course.
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Figure 4: Cross-sectional and T o p View of D esign 1
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Figure 5: 3-D View of Design 1 Showing Retrojets.

Figure 6: 3-D View of Design I Showing Waterjet Nozzles

Design 2
This design has one nozzle located in the center of the bit body and a row of
diamond or PDC inserts attached to a mechanical cutter. The nozzle is aimed
toward the outer diameter of the borehole and functions to cut the rock such that
a core would be developed in the inner diameter of the borehole. The core would
then be broken into smaller fragments by the PDC or diamond cutter.
Another way to prevent protruding rock ledges from obstructing the
drillhead from advancing is by making sure that the drill does not advance faster
than the width of the waterjet cutting zone on each rotation [1]. This means that
the speed of rotation of the drillhead and the rate of advancement of the drillhead
should be controlled.
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C O N C LU SIO N
The development of the new design and technology of the high-pressure
water-jet is very important in the mining and petroleum industry because of the
many advantages that it could bring. With these advantages, marginal production
zones could also be developed due to the reduced cost of drilling and this would
increase the resource base available. Based on the many advantages of the new
technology, it is possible that the high-pressure waterjet / hybrid bit would
someday be used in the mining and petroleum industry to replace conventional
methods.
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